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The Ever-Increasing Unwanted Horse
By Alex Varisco ‘18
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i everyone. My name is Alex Varisco, and I am a senior at St. Andrews
University studying communications and equine business management. I
ride on the St. Andrews Intercollegiate Dressage Association Team, and one
of my favorite aspects of this program is its emphasis on shaping future equestrian
leaders in the equine industry. Whether one has intentions of riding professionally
or simply owning horses for pleasure, we all play a role in the lives of these horses
we love and care about. Perhaps the most eye-opening part of my studies has been
researching and discussing current events and issues in the equestrian world.
A hot topic in our classroom conversation, the ever increasing “unwanted horse” is
an issue I chose to research for class when prompted to identify
five challenges in the equine industry for discussion. Like many
others, this issue affects me on a personal level, not only because
of my love for horses and equestrian sports, but also because I
own an off the track Thoroughbred and support the comeback of
the breed in the equestrian sports world. After my investigation
of this important industry challenge, I believe the researched
information presented proves we must take initiative as future
contributors to the equine industry and help resolve the issue of
the unwanted horse in America.
The concern of unwanted horses has brought about
much debate in the equine industry. First I learned it is difficult
to find an exact number of unwanted horses in our country
because of the broadness of the term’s definition. An “unwanted” horse could range from a backyard pony the owners can no
longer afford to care for to a Thoroughbred off the track who
could not be appropriately rehomed. Still, officials in our industry searched for a statistical number to measure the seriousness
of this issue; in 2007 the Unwanted Horse Coalition (UHC)
estimated there were 170,000 unwanted horses in the USA. (thehorse.com) This number was determined more than ten years
ago and the UHC website states in 2015 that grew even more.
Alex Varisco & her OTTB Chad
According to the UHC, the equine rescue centers and other facilities specializing in rehoming and rehabilitating unwanted horses are also suffering. Their website states, “In the
UHC’s 2009 Unwanted Horse Survey, 63% of equine rescue/retirement facilities reported that they were near or
at full capacity and, on average, turned away 38% of the horses brought to them.” The estimated cost to rehabilitate a rescued horse back to health can easily exceed $1,000.
(unwantedhorsecoalition.org)
Information from the UHC website pushes me to question the reason why so many horses go unwanted in the United States. In an article published by thehorse.com, president of the Bluebonnet Equine Human
Society in College Station, Texas, Jennifer Williams, stated the definition of an unwanted horse, defined by the
American Association of Equine Practitioners as, “one that an owner cannot care for because of financial, emotional, or other reasons. Horses can also become unwanted if they become too old or injured to provide value—
either financial or emotional—to their owners.” (thehorse.com) Williams also believes factors such as overbreeding, poor training and lack of education contribute to the increasing numbers of abandoned and abused horses.
We have moved away from a society in need of horses for transportation or working the land to a country where

the welfare of the horses depends on our recreational activities. (thehorse.com)
Nevertheless, despite organizational efforts to save unwanted horses like the UHC, it is imperative to
address what alternative courses must be available to those equines that are sadly “not savable.” This brings us to
the very heated topic of horse slaughter in the United States. In September of 2007, The U.S. Court of Appeals
for the Seventh Circuit finalized the ending of horse slaughter for human consumption in the United States by
agreeing the ban of processing horse meat in the state of Illinois was constitutional—where the last operational horse slaughter house in the US existed. (horsechannel.com) Bills against the processing of horse meat were
passed not only to preserve equine welfare in the U.S. but also because it was determined to be hazardous for
human consumption. Senator Mary Landrieu and Senator Lindsey Graham were both active in reinstating the
ban on the USDA from inspecting horse meat for sale and consumption in the 2014 Agriculture Appropriations
bill. (horsechannel.com) Senator Mary Landrieu stated, “I am relieved that horse slaughter is now banned in the
United States, protecting the American public from the very serious health and safety risks posed by horse meat.
Slaughtering horses is inhumane, disgusting and unnecessary, and there is no place for it in the United States.
I appreciate Sen. Graham’s partnership to ban this cruel practice, keep our food supply safe and save taxpayer
dollars.” (horsechannel.com)

Despite activists’ efforts, the latest bill passed by congress does not prevent horses from being shipped to
slaughter in other countries like Mexico and Canada. The American Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals (ASPCA) website describes the inhumane conditions of the shipping and slaughtering process of horses in
these countries: “Horses bound for slaughter (who may include pregnant mares, foals and horses who are injured
or blind) are commonly shipped for more than 24 hours at a time in crowded trucks without food, water or
rest. The methods used to kill horses rarely result in quick, painless deaths for these animals and sometimes they
even remain conscious during dismemberment.” (aspca.org) The ASPCA also estimated that between the years
of 2012 and 2016 an average of 137,000 American horses were shipped into Mexico and Canada for slaughter
each year. The Safeguard American Food Exports Act was introduced to Congress in January of 2017 in hopes of
preventing the export of horses out of the country for slaughter. (aspca.org)
It is of my opinion that euthanasia is the more humane option for ending a horse’s life if it can no longer be
cared for appropriately rather than the alternate routes of abuse, neglect, abandonment or slaughter. According
to the ASPCA website, euthanasia is defined as “a gentle, painless death provided in order to prevent suffering.
Slaughter is a brutal and terrifying end for horses.” (aspca.org) I, like many others, agree I would rather not see
any animal suffer; yet, I must also play devil’s advocate for a moment. In my research, I discovered the average
cost to have a veterinarian euthanize one’s horse is at minimum $250. (avma.org) In my opinion, if an owner
cannot afford to feed or take care of a horse properly, or simply does not care enough to care for it, it does not
seem likely they would be willing to pay such a large fee to rid of it humanely. What is the alternative? In many
of these situations, horses end up on slaughter trucks bound for Mexico or Canada.
Are we only hurting the horse industry further by forbidding slaughter in the United States? On one hand, if
the US were to re-open slaughterhouses with strict regulations, perhaps we could prevent many unwanted horses
from suffering an inhumane death in horsemeat processing plants in other countries. On the other hand, there
are many facts demonstrating horsemeat is unsafe for consumption, and it is definitely not a commonly accepted
practice in our country. Yet we cannot ignore the abuse, neglect and abandonment of horses continuing on in
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our industry. What do we do with all of these horses?
The UHC website provides some alternatives to slaughter and animal cruelty: sale, auction, trade or lease;
retirement; donating to therapeutic riding centers,
college or university equestrian programs, veterinary
programs or mounted police units; training horses for
a second career; or euthanasia. (unwantedhorsecoalition.org) There are also some animal rescue centers
and shelters that offer euthanasia services at a low cost
or for no fee at all. For example, in 2008 the NorCal
Equine Rescue center in Oroville, California offered a
low-cost euthanasia clinic for a specified time for owners “who, due to economic or other reasons, are unable
to care for their horses.” (thehorse.com) The service
fee was only $25, much lower than $250, provided by
the rescue’s Final Act of Kindness program for horses
unsuitable for adoption.
As a hopeful contributor to the equine industry, I hope
to help take steps toward solving this major issue by
helping rehabilitate and repurpose unwanted horses
as my own business. There are several programs in the
industry working towards eliminating the unwanted
horse such as the Thoroughbred Incentive Program,
which encourages the re-homing of Thoroughbreds
off the track for competition and recreational riding
activities. (tjctip.com)

Without horse slaughter in the United States, I believe
it is the duty of the leaders in our industry—veterinarians, professionals and more—to provide humane
options for the rescue and rehoming of unwanted
horses. I believe the industry is taking slow steps in
the right direction. With the use of social media and
new technology, we can educate and make more
people aware about this major issue in our industry.
We must educate the equine community about horse
safety, equine care, the economical investments owning
a horse brings, and the importance of safe breeding
practices. All of these important topics could prevent
the circumstances that bring about a horse becoming
“unusable” or “unsafe.” This is also the duty of equine
professionals, who should be focusing on such areas in
their lesson programs and providing guidance to other
horse owners. Veterinarians also play a large role in
this initiative helping rescue centers provide humane
options for rescued horses such as low cost euthanasia
and gelding of stallions. With all of these tactics, I believe we can take even larger steps toward saving these
animals we love and care for so passionately! A horse
does not have to cost the same amount as a house to
be a loving, compatible and loyal equine companion.
It is our duty to do right by these animals and provide
them all a second chance.

Show Team Adventures

R
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eflecting back on last semester, I was fortunate enough to be able to attend
two horse shows with the SAU Show team. I attended one of the Tryon B
Shows and the annual Duke Jump for the Children horse show. The Tryon
B Show holds a special place in my heart because it was the first weekend after my
boyfriend had been deployed to Afghanistan. This horse show made for a really good
distraction and helped me adjust to the deployment.
I showed Ashley Duda’s Noble Cause (Chandler) in the Pre-Adult division
with great success that was full of many wonderful learning opportunities. It had
been a while since I had been in the show ring, so I was grateful for the opportunity
to show such an amazing horse. My horses over the years never made things easy
By Zoe Cluck ‘18
with each of their various issues so I welcomed the chance to just focus on maintaining a rhythm rather than worrying about what might happen before or after the jumps. Chandler helped me
gain the confidence I needed to have a successful debut at the Tryon International Equestrian Center.
I had never been to the Tryon International Equestrian Center before this show and was in awe the
whole time I was there! This place is any horse lover’s dream. The whole show team was amazed by it. We all kept
saying how any problem you might have encountered at any other horse show the problem was solved by the
management and they even improved on the solution. This was fascinating to me after taking a class on horse

show management during the spring of my junior year.
The class talked about how horse show management
should try to make horse showing as convenient as
possible for their exhibitors so they will want to attend
another show with them. Tryon certainly made it convenient and then some!
Fast forward to a couple months--the show
team was leaving to attend the annual Duke Jump
for the Children horse show. I have gone to the Duke
Jump for the Children horse show each year I’ve been
at St. Andrews which made this time even more special
since it would be my last year attending it while I am
in college. The Duke Jump for the Children horse
show is not only a wonderful show to attend, but it
is also a great charity event that donates proceeds to
the Duke Children’s Hospital in Durham, NC. Since
the horse show started back in 1984, the Duke show
has raised $1,800,000 for the children’s hospital. I feel
blessed to have been able to contribute to something so
wonderful while getting the opportunity to do something that I love.
During my freshman and sophomore year I
Zoe and Chandler after a great afternoon of schooling! competed on my horse, Moe, in the Children’s Hunter and then the Adult Hunters once I aged out. In my junior year I competed on my lease, Sirran, in the Adult
Hunters as well. This year was a little different because I didn’t have a horse of my own, but I still wanted the opportunity to go to the horse show. I was fortunate to be able to take Westy, one of the school’s hunter seat horses,
and compete in the Pre-Adult division. Westy and I ended up getting reserve champion out of the big division
of 20 or 30 horses. I’ve competed in divisions this big before, but it was fun to be able to ride a horse that was
as competitive as Westy! While showing is an important part of being at St. Andrews, the horses we have are the
best thing about it.
Each of our horses come from a variety of backgrounds and lifestyles
which gives the ability for each of them to teach you something different.
Looking back through my years at St. Andrews, I have too many favorites to
count for various reasons. My first favorite would have to be Otto because
he was the horse that taught me the correct way to flat. In my freshman year,
I ended up with a private lesson with Matt due to scheduling. Otto quickly became my favorite because I rode him almost every week in my lessons
during the spring semester. Otto soon retired after that due to a problem with
his heart. He is still enjoying life at St. Andrews, but he is no longer able to be
ridden anymore. I love seeing him love his relaxing life at St. Andrews!
Next would have to be Teddy because he was the first horse I drew
for IHSA. I just happen to win that day which makes it even more special.
He doesn’t jump anymore, but he is a wonderful horse to flat that sometimes
likes to play to remind you he’s still capable of being silly! I love watching him
do beginner lessons because he is such a great teacher! It’s always a good day
when I’m able to ride Teddy.
Lastly, Benjamin Moore has to be my one of my top favorites because
Zoe and Westy giving their all!
of his ability to step up and become my ANRC horse last year when my horse
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had a soundness issue and wasn’t able to compete.
ANRC stands for the American National Riding Commission and is held once a year during the third week
in April. Colleges rotate between who hosts it each
year. Last year it was at the Savannah College of Art
and Design. During my freshman year, St. Andrews
hosted it. It was really fun to be able to travel with the
team to Savannah not only for ANRC, but because
Savannah is such a beautiful city. Benjamin Moore is
the cutest little paint pony and had such a willingness
to do whatever was asked. We placed fifth in the three
riding phases and I placed eighth on the written test
based on how my score compared to others. ANRC is
a wonderful opportunity because it tests you mentally
and physically due to the amount of training that is
put in prior to going to the show. I only rode Benjamin
for about a week before we went and I had been training with my other horse for months before he came up

Benjamin Moore and Zoe during their
Program Ride at ANRC!

with a soundness issue. I was incredibly proud of Benjamin and myself for adapting to the new situation we were
put into and how we handled it. Benjamin was the only paint horse at ANRC which meant everyone knew his
name. It was so sweet because when we went to school the different phases, everyone would comment on how
cute he was and how well behaved he was compared to the other novice horses. My favorite phase out of all three
riding phases was the derby phase that is ridden out in the field over a course of natural type jumps. I am used
to riding the typical outside, inside, outside, inside hunter course at horse shows so it was fun to jump natural
jumps in the field. ANRC 2017 will definitely be one of my favorite memories from my time at St. Andrews.
I am finishing up my last semester of my college career which has made me especially reminiscent about
what I’ve learned and how far I’ve come since coming to St. Andrews. As a freshman, I came in with the intention of wanting to be a trainer and running my own barn after graduation. Now that I am closing out my senior
year, the circumstances of my life and what I want to do have dramatically changed. I want to still be able to ride
competitively as a hobby, but I realize how expensive horses can be and I want to have job that can support my
dreams financially. Also, my boyfriend is in the Army stationed at Fort Bragg and we are planning to start our
life together after graduation. I’ve also run into some medical issues with my hips that don’t allow me to ride as
much as I’d like. So, I am focusing on getting a job that can put my business degree to work while allowing me
to live in Fayetteville and get the surgery needed to fix the issue with my hips. As soon as I recover from surgery
this summer, I plan to be back riding and showing competitively as soon as possible because you can take the
girl out of the barn, but you can’t take the barn out of the girl no matter the circumstances. I believe that horses
are a passion that I will have for the rest of my life. St. Andrews is a place where anyone can come, no matter the
knowledge they already have, and leave with a quality education that will make them a competitor in whatever
industry they choose. I have made great friends over the years and this place has become my home. It will be
hard to leave after graduation, but I will most certainly be back to visit. St. Andrews is not a place that is easily
forgotten.
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t. Andrews University
has a Pre-Veterinary
Program. The program is not a major, but
rather it is designed to
help students meet the
entrance requirements
of veterinary schools
regardless of their major
By Bobby Grantham ‘18 (however, the majority of
students in this program are Biology majors). This
program offers students the chance to gain handson experience. Students in the Pre-Veterinary
Program must keep their grades up to stay on track
and avoid falling behind. St. Andrews University’s
Pre-Veterinarian Program’s mission is to prepare its
students with the knowledge and skills necessary
to gain acceptance in a veterinary program of their
choice, and for its students to later be successful as
a professional in this field. This link, https://www.
sa.edu/academic-pages/pre-veterinary-program will
take you to the Pre-Veterinary Program section on
St. Andrews University’s website. Please check it out.
On this web page, you can find some of the basic
science courses that are recommended to meet the
minimal requirements for the majority of veterinary
programs. There are some commonly asked questions and answers on this web page as well.
The students in this program attend courses
taught by Dr. Laura Kellam, Assistant Professor of
Equine Studies and Veterinarian-in-Residence. Dr.
Laura Kellam earned her Bachelor’s degree in Music
and Biology from Virginia Commonwealth University in Richmond, Virginia. Dr. Kellam obtained her
Doctor of Veterinary Medicine (DVM) degree at the
Virginia Polytechnic University in Blacksburg, Virgin-
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ia. She had an Equine Surgery and Medicine Internship at the University of Guelph, in Guelph, Ontario,
Canada. Her residency of Equine Internal Medicine
was completed at the University of Missouri, in Columbia, Missouri. Dr. Kellam teaches several courses at St. Andrews University, and is the in-resident
veterinarian for St. Andrews University’s Equestrian
Program. Some of the courses that Dr. Kellam
teaches are Horse Science I, Horse Science II, Equine
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Lameness, Equine Nutrition,
Equine Internal Medicine and
Equine Pharmacology.
There is an annual studyabroad trip to South Africa
connected to the Pre-Veterinary Program which Dr. Kellam
leads. The group gains hands-on
experience with various kinds of
African wildlife. They have the
opportunity to work with a wide
variety of animals, from a range
of large animals (such as Cape
buffalo, rhino, impala, and kudu)
to some smaller animals (such as
bush babies and possibly even
a squirrel or two). In the past,
some groups have helped with
the relocation of animals, like
the Cape buffalo. Through these
experiences, the students learn
first-hand the relocating process
of wild animals. They also learn
methods and techniques on how
to make certain that each animal is healthy and ready for the
transport.
The Pre-Veterinary Program has a club, the pre-vet club,
within the program. The Pre-
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Vet Club has multiple events
a year. There are two main
events that the club hosts;
Santa Paws and Bark in the
Park. Santa Paws is hosted every fall semester, while Bark in
the Park is hosted every spring
semester.
At the Santa Paws
event, the community is invited to bring their dogs out for
an afternoon of free pictures
with Santa and plenty of bake
sale items. There are plenty of
dogs around, so even if you do
not have your own dog, you
can still come out and enjoy
a dog-filled afternoon. All of
the donations and proceeds
benefit the Scotland County
Humane Society.
The Bark in the Park
event is a fun filled event with
multiple activities for the community and their dogs. There
are obstacle courses for the
dogs to try out, some friendly
competitions, and corn hole
to name some of the activities
offered. The club is trying to
host a new event. This event is
going to be a marathon.
Some other activities that the Pre-Vet Club is
involved in are volunteering
at the local animal
shelter and accompanying dogs to Scotia
Retirement Village.
Each member of the
Pre-Vet Club volunteers a few hours
a week at the local
animal shelter, Scotland County Humane
Society. The club
members play with
the animals (generally

cats and dogs) at the shelter
to help socialize them. This
helps in preparation of finding
a new home for the animals.
Members also help clean and
sterilize equipment at the
facility.
Scotia Village is a local
retirement community. The
Pre-Vet Club will bring a dog
to the residents at Scotia
Village and spend the afternoon at Scotia Village. The
club members travel around
the facility with the dogs, and
spend time with the residents.
This helps socialize the dogs,
and it cheers up the residents
of Scotia Village. The club
members and dogs enjoy the
afternoon keeping the Scotia
Village residents company.
The club also hosts
a stress buster event for
the students of St. Andrews
University during finals week.
The event allows students to
unwind by play and loving
on dogs during one of the
evenings. These stress buster
events help the students calm
down, relax, and enjoy a break
from testing and studying.
The Pre-Vet Club runs a
concession stand at the home
shows of all three disciplines

Current interns with one of the western horses, Pops.

(hunter seat, western, and dressage). The concession stand is
completely run by members of
the Pre-Vet Club. The Club stays
involved with its community, both
on and off campus.
Getting into a Veterinary
School is difficult and very competitive. There are thirty Veterinary Schools accredited by the
American Veterinary Medical
Association (AVMA) http://www.
aavmc.org/ in the U.S. According
to the Pennsylvania State University’s Department of Veterinary and
Biomedical Sciences, in 2013 there
were an estimated six thousand
eight hundred (6,800) applicants
all competing for roughly two
thousand seven hundred (2,700)
openings in the thirty AVMA accredited Veterinary Schools.
This link will take you to an article on the steps students should
take to become a veterinarian.
(Of course, students should check
with each individual school’s

“Clubs, such as Pre-Vet
Clubs, are a great way to be
involved with your
community, gain
new communication skills,
and improve existing
leadership skills.”

requirements as schools’ specific requirements do vary). The steps in the
article start back in high school and
continue through earning your undergraduate degree. Some of the requirements are the specific course students
need to take, maintaining a 3.5 GPA
(or higher), and taking the Graduate
Record Examination (GRE) (check individual schools for their target scores on
the GRE).
There are three letters of recommendation that are required. One
letter needs to be from an academic ad-

viser, another one needs
to be from a veterinarian,
and the third letter can be
from an individual of your
choosing (like a professor
or coach). Students need
to have a certain amount
of volunteer hours and/or
a job shadowing a veterinarian to gain animal
and clinical experience.
(The minimum amount of
hours depends on each
individual school.)
Leadership skills,
communication skills, and
co-curricular activities are
also important requirements
when applying to Veterinary
Schools. Clubs, such as
Pre-Vet Clubs, are a great
way to be involved with
your community, gain new
communication skills, and
improve existing leadership
skills.
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Fitness for Equestrians
A

s equestrians, we expect a lot from the massive, majestic, four-legged wonders we call horses. We require horses be able to maintain proper frame and
movement in a dressage test, execute sliding stops in a reining pattern, or
jump a course of jumps, all with the additional weight of the tack and a rider on the
horse’s back. Thus, it is only fair to the horse that we, as equestrians, maintain proper
fitness. By doing so, we can be a help and not a hindrance to the horse during our
rides.
At the St. Andrews University Equestrian Program, students are encouraged
to maintain good physical fitness practices. St. Andrews Equestrian Team members
By Erica Curtis, ’18 often meet up to work out together, not only to increase physical fitness, but to bond
together as a team. Students at St. Andrews University have access to a gym, running
trails, and open swim days, if they wish to get fit more on their own.
When riding, one can burn around a couple hundred calories depending on the duration and intensity
of the ride. Riding can be seen as a form of exercise in itself. But riding alone is not enough to be an equestrian
athlete. For example, volleyball, soccer,
and basketball are all considered sports
and a form of exercise; however, many
athletes who participate or compete in
those sports still train at the gym, or
engage in some other form of physical
activity to help better themselves in their
sport. In the same manner, equestrians
should create their own fitness routine.
As an equestrian, creating a customized
fitness routine can benefit an individual
by providing that person with better
strength, balance, flexibility, breathing,
endurance, and mental stamina. In
turn, these benefits will help one to
become a well-rounded rider and will
make one’s time spent in the saddle
more enjoyable.
So, how does one obtain all
these benefits? What does one have to
do become mentally and physically fit?
The answer to these questions can be
as involved or as simple as you want it
to be. Depending on your desired level
of fitness, you can cater your activity to
your own equine program. For example, an endurance rider or an eventer
may need to be in a better physical
condition than a western pleasure rider
11

might due to the more extreme nature of endurance and eventing. It is important to note, however, that all
three disciplines require proper fitness. In short, your fitness program will depend on the goals you have as a
rider, along with any precautions or restrictions you may need to take into consideration, as stated by your
doctor or physician.
Items that you may want to include in your equestrian fitness routine are:
• Stretching
• Cardio activities
• Weight-lifting
• Yoga
• Pilates
• Ballet
• Gymnastics
• At home workouts
Stretching is important before every ride. All
too many riders forget to get their own selves ready
to ride even though they are concerned about getting
their horses properly warmed up. Stretching before
every ride helps to prevent injury and allows you to
make an assessment of your body for the day such as if any part of your body is more stiff or sore than usual.
When stretching, you should start out with active stretching. Do not go as deep into the stretch as you know
you are capable of because at this point you are not fully warmed up. If you start out with a deep stretch, you
might injure yourself. It is also good to pulse up and down in a stretch during the active stretching phase or
to switch back and forth between stretches. Once you have finished riding, it is important to stretch as well.
Since you have been fully warmed up from your riding, you can go a little deeper into your stretches than you
did before your ride.
Cardio (also known as aerobic) activities are great to build up your endurance, and, as the name implies, benefits your cardiovascular health. Cardio exercises increase your heart rate, get your blood circulating better, and help to burn fat. Some examples of cardio exercises you can do are running, walking, hiking,
cycling, jump-roping, or swimming. You can also create your own cardio routines with moves such as burpees,
high knees, or jumping jacks. Once you have implemented cardio into your fitness plan, you may notice that
you are not so out of breath after doing canter sets with your horse!
Weightlifting increases the strength of your muscles as well as your tendons and ligaments and bones.
Weightlifting works through resistance. When you increase the amount of weight that you are moving, you
increase the amount of resistance that you have to work against. This helps to activate your muscles. When
weightlifting, some areas you can focus on are your biceps, triceps, glutes, quadriceps, hamstrings, back, abdominals, and chest. You do not necessarily have to go to a gym for weight training. You can purchase a couple
of dumbbells or kettle bells for your home, or you can use your own body-weight for exercises such as push
ups, lunges, or crunches. However, there is some benefit to going to a gym or enlisting the help of a trainer,
especially if you are just starting weightlifting. When done with improper form, you can injure yourself while
weight training. Also, make sure to take it slow, and do not sacrifice form for more repetitions or increased
weight. Weightlifting can give you a greater awareness of how you use your muscles and increase your ability to
engage or isolate certain muscles while riding.
Yoga can be a very rewarding practice. Yoga helps with your breathing, awareness of your body, and
flexibility. Yoga can range from being very relaxing to
power yoga, which may be a little more demanding. You
can practice yoga from the comfort of your home through
yoga tutorials or participate in yoga classes to better improve
your practice. Yoga is not only beneficial for your physical
12

wellbeing but also your mental fitness. Yoga allows you to take time to look within yourself as well as to mentally
connect about how your body is moving.
Pilates was created by Joseph Pilates. Pilates has many benefits such as reducing stress, increasing body
awareness, improving body alignment, promoting flexibility and strength, and preventing injuries. Pilates is a
great form of exercise to integrate into your fitness program because it is gentle on your body but is also challenging.
When ballet comes to mind, one often thinks of little girls twirling around in pink tutus, but ballet has
so much more to offer. Ballet was created in France in the 15th and 16th centuries and was popularized by King
Luis XIV. Originally women were not allowed to participate in ballet, but now many people primarily think of
women when the sport is mentioned. Ballet was used to increase the athleticism of and provide entertainment
for court members. Ballet can increase strength and flexibility through adages and barre work and provides
aerobic exercise through petit and grand allegro. Ballet also helps with body control and endurance and provides
mental exercise through learning choreographed sequences.
Gymnastics is a form of exercise for those who are looking for an activity that is a bit more challenging. Gymnastics builds great strength and flexibility and requires immense body control. Gymnastics can also
be paired with vaulting, which is gymnastics on horseback, for those who want to add some spice to their life.
While the maneuvers performed in gymnastics such as leaps, splits, and back walkovers may seem to have nothing in common with regular horseback riding, it can give you an edge in your riding by the increased physical
fitness that you will have because of it. Gymnastics will give you a full body workout and your balance will
be greatly improved by doing exercises on the balance beam. Balance is extremely important for equestrians,
because if we are not in balance with the horse, we can negatively impact the horse’s movement and make the
horse’s job harder than necessary.
Last of all, at home workouts are great for those who do not want to leave the comfort of their home.
With the technology of educational websites, plethora of fitness videos on YouTube as well as fitness DVDs, one
can easily create an at home fitness program. This can be especially helpful for people with busy schedules who
might not have time to go to the gym as much as they would like to, but still want to work out. You can do any
sort of physical fitness routines at home such as stretching, yoga, strengthening, or cardio. Please do be careful
when working out on your own, as improper form can cause injury. When in doubt, seek information from a
professional fitness trainer or your physician.
For your own personal work out program
you can choose a combination of any of these
activities. The United States Dressage Federation
recommends a basic work out program composed
of three 30 minute aerobic exercise sessions each
week, combined with strengthening, flexibility,
and relaxation programs. You can adapt this schedule to fit your own needs or work with a fitness
trainer to set up your own fitness program. You
should develop and write down a weekly fitness
schedule to plan out your fitness routine. Keeping
a fitness journal can also help you through your
journey to improve your athletic abilities as an
equestrian. If you need motivation to work out,
find a supportive buddy who will exercise with
you, or find some music that gets you motivated
to get moving.
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For further information on fitness for equestrians, check out the following sites:
https://www.usdf.org/EduDocs/The-Rider/ABodyAwarenessPrimerforRiders_2008_Nov.pdf
https://www.usdf.org/EduDocs/Training/The_Professional_Dressage_trainer1.pdf

An Unplanned Journey
By Juliana Moore ‘18

W

hen I came to St. Andrews University (SAU) in the fall of 2016, I was transferring from my college out in Southern Illinois. I had picked out SAU in
my freshman year of high school and had it all planned out. Jumping was
my passion and I wanted to make the hunter seat team and compete at nationals at least
once while I was at St. Andrews. I didn’t grow up showing horses so I this was a big goal
for me. I was the only horse crazy kid in my family and it took me 8 years to convince
my parents to put me in riding lessons. That’s when they realized that it wasn’t just going
to be a “phase.”
When my dad, a Navy Officer, was transferred to Illinois at the start of my freshman year of high school,
I had to leave the barn I had grown up at behind. That was one of the hardest parts of the move, but it has lead
me on an incredible journey. When we moved, I found a rescue to volunteer at and dragged my mom there
every Saturday. Later that year, my parents bought me a horse at the rescue! I think their main reason was just to
move him closer to the base so they wouldn’t have to drive an hour and fifteen minutes one way to take me to
the barn.
Sammie proved to be quite the project horse, but I am thankful for all
the lessons he has taught me. A year after buying Sammie, I was given Charlie
Brown, the horse I rode back in Virginia, as a gift from the owners when they
closed the barn down. So at the age of 16, I owned two horses and had to get to
work. That is when I found The Riding Center. I moved my boys, Sammie and
Charlie Brown, there in the spring of 2015. I was given the opportunity to work
as their barn manager and not only manage the facility and staff, but also teach
lessons, lead trail rides, and train horses! When the spring of 2016, came, I went
to my first ever horse show with Charlie Brown. I may have been 17, but I felt
like a kid at her first horse show because I was one! We had a great time and pulled out a
blue ribbon.
		
Fast forward a few weeks and graduation was suddenly in two weeks. I had
gotten my first horse show under my belt, had my summer planned, and was ready to
ride for SAU in the fall. That’s when my plans all flew out the window. I broke my ankle
on May 12th, the start of my finals week and just nine days before graduation. (it was a
none horse related injury)
I ended up having surgery
to put a screw in it and
spent the summer on my couch. Every piece of
my plan seemed to just disappear from that point
on. Walk at graduation? Nope, I got a post-op
infection and missed it. Spend the summer riding
and training horses? Nope, I was non-weight
baring for 7 weeks. Then when I thought I was
almost better, I got mono from the hospital. So
just when I thought I could almost start putting
weight on it I still could not ride for fear of bursting my spleen! It was not my best summer, but
the mono cleared up quick and I was able to put
weight on my foot at the end of July.
IDA Nationals Annual Dinner
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After a few days of relearning how
to walk and making myself trust my leg,
I was making it around fairly well in my
walking boot. So with a walking boot on
one foot and a riding boot on the other,
I had 3 weeks left before classes started at
SAU and I was determined to ride as soon
as I could hobble up the mounting block.
I never asked my doctor when I could ride
again. I figured it was better to ask for forgiveness than permission if he found out I
was riding. By the second week of August,
I was out of my walking boot and in a
brace. I was able to squeeze in four rides
before I had to pack up my horse trailer
Juliana and the dressage team placing 10th at Nationals!
and head out for North Carolina. One of
those rides was even a trip to Queeny Park to go cross country schooling with the show team. Trotting downhill
sounds like a great way to stretch out your ankle right?
I got settled at school and it was quickly time for try outs. I did try out for the hunter seat team like I
planned and I made JV! Not my what I had hoped for, but I understood since my right leg just kind of hung
out while I rode. What I didn’t plan on was trying out for the dressage team that fall as well. But I said why not
and I made it! I always heard, “blessed are the flexible for they don’t get bent out of shape” as I was growing up.
Well, I had got bent out of shape and my ankle broke, so I thought maybe I better be
flexible and try this dressage thing. And I am glad I did!
Dressage was and is a new challenge for me. Then when you pair that with catch
riding, it was like nothing I had ever done before. My first year, I had the opportunity to
show a few times and got a little bit of a feel for it. Over the summer, I did an internship
with Ride With Excellence where I got to work at The Riding Center, Longmeadow
Rescue Ranch, and Trinita Farms riding, schooling, and training horses. I learned a ton
and got a lot of my strength back. I came into my second year feeling a lot more confident and a lot stronger. Though I was still having some issues with my ankle after we
discovered some soft tissue damage, I just kept thinking blessed are the flexible for they
done get bent out of shape. So I probably worried my coach, but I rode for the first three weeks of the semester
with just one stirrup as my ankle was healing from some PRP injections. I decided to look at it as a great chance
to work on my balance and my endurance. Luckily, my ankle responded wonderfully to the treatments and I
had both my stirrups back before the first show! Which was good, because I was bumped up to the lower training team rider!
The fall semester involved a lot of learning as I tried to figure out how to really ride this dressage thing
well. Coach Jackie always yells at me to stop riding like a green horse trainer and to ride like a dressage rider.
Eventually, I guess it got through because I don’t hear it near as often anymore. Once I had my position working in my favor for the dressage flavor of riding, I was able to start learning more about the science of it all. The
focus, balance, precision, timing, and feel of it was different from anything I had done
previously. I ride well enough to know I can get the job done, but asking a horse with a
10 minute warm up that you had never seen before to perform and not just get it done
took a lot of mental perseverance.
The team started the spring 2018 semester off strong and I was working hard to
pull out a better score at each show. At our last regular season of the show, I pulled out
a second in my class. The best I had done all year. Then it was time for the award ceremony. We hadn’t gotten the final scores in yet, but we were pretty sure we would come

out as Reserve Champions again this year. However,
when the Reserve Champion team was called, it was
not us. We all looked at each other in disbelief. Had we
really done it? Then our team was called as the Region-

when it does, just be flexible. I came to SAU wanting
to jump, but instead showed for the IDA dressage team
and the IHSA Western team because I took advantage
of the opportunities in front of me when life threw me
a curve ball. Sometimes the best journeys are the ones
unplanned.

Thank You For
Reading!

Juliana riding Kermit at IDA Nationals
al Champion! That meant one thing. We were going to
Nationals!!!
Somehow, someway, I still achieved my personal goal despite my “plan” flying out the window. I
was going to Nationals! It wasn’t with the team I had
originally planned to go with, but I would not trade
them for the world. In two short years, coming back

For more articles written
by our students or
information about the
St. Andrews Equestrian
Program, visit our website
www.sauequestrian.com.

“ Sometimes the best
journeys are the ones
unplanned.”
from a broken ankle and torn ligaments, not only did
I make it to Nationals, but I got the opportunity to
ride for all three of SAU’s equestrian teams. So I share
all of this to say, while life might not go as planned,
take every opportunity given to you because you never
know where it may lead you. Was focusing on dressage a huge transition from jumping? Yes. Was it less
exciting? Circles only contain so much excitement and
shouldn’t contain a lot of excitement, so yes. But, not
only has it made me a better, more well rounded rider,
but it has also given me the best horse family a girl
could ask for. So don’t worry about sticking to a “plan”
just for the sake of having a plan. Life will always
throw you a curve ball somewhere along the way; so
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